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Ahead of the New York vote for the
Democratic nominee for President, the
DIS magazine team published an ar
ticle endorsing Bernie Sanders. How
did you decide to engage directly in
political opinion, rather than tlu·ough
allegorical means?
Politically, this is a very critical moment
in the US. We thought it was important
to make an explicit statement at a moment right before the New York elections.
Because of how little time we had, and
how crucial the moment was, it was a
moment for clarity, not allegory.

Ahnost all of the Biennale's partic
ipants are easily associated with the
post-Internet, or post-contemporary,
as you say. Furthermore, one could say
that this show celebrates the genera
tion of artists who have emerged from
the Berlin scene since the mid-2000s. I
was curious to see Aclrian Piper includ
ed in the roster. I recently discussed
with her the role selfies cm·rently play
in our engagement with art, and she
argued that art should provide distance
from and challenge om· viewing habits
rather than acquiesce to them. How
does she fit in?
,;ve met Adrian in 2014 and were tak
en with l1er energy. She prefers not to
discuss her work with language, and de
scribed to us how, as a philosopher and
artist, she chooses not to ascribe theory
to her artwork, and sometimes hesitates
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to even explain it. Rather,
she's open to the viewers'
diverse interpretations
and instinctive reactions.
Adrian showed us a video
she made of herself danc
ing to techno in Alexan
derplati when she moved
to Berlin-she's an amaz
ing dancer. The contrast
between the sheer joy of
her dancing and her the
oretical work in philoso
phy is remarkable. Franco
Berardi talks about this
dichotomy between an ob
fuscating hypercomplex
ity (finance, data) versus
the ineducible, interpre
table, emotional (poetry).
Many of the artist's works
negotiate these two ends
of the spectrum.
At the same time, Adri
an's work is concerned
\vith an untangling of con
tradictions, and follows
a certain drive for clari
ty that's prevalent in the
Berlin Biennale. She's in
terested in the realization
of the self within and be
yond the binds of society,
and one way to understand
this is to examine forms of
confusion and fogging that
are prescriptive and con
trol-oriented. $
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THE FUTURA 89+ SERIES
FEATURES I "TERVIEWS
WITH ARTISTS, WRITERS,
ACTIVISTS, ARCHITECTS,
FILMMAKERS, SCIENTISTS AND
E "TREPRENEURS WHO WERE
BORN IN OR AFTER 1989.
You've produced an extensive body
of work using photography and
bookmaking to deal with narrative
systems. In fact, you have a website
www.bzbooks.org-dedicated to the
scores of titles you've self� published.
Can you tell us about your interest in
books and bookmaking?
I am not tech-savvy, so bookmaking was
the solution with.in hand's reach to ma
nipulate visual stories. At the time, I
was interning at a design studio ,vitl1
free Xerox printing, so after working
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